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Let us consider holomorphic modular forms for any symplectic group Sp(Z, $F$),
where $F$ is a totally real algebraic number field of finite degree. In this case,
a holomorphic modular form $f$ on $\mathfrak{H}_{l}^{\mathrm{a}}$ (Hilbert-Siegel domain) has a Fourier
expansion of the following form:
$f((z_{v})_{v\in \mathrm{a}})= \sum_{h}c_{h}$
$\exp(2\pi\sqrt{-1}\sum_{v\in \mathrm{a}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(h_{v}z_{v}))$ , (0.1)
where a denotes the set of all archimedean primes of $F$ , and $h$ runs over the
points in a certain lattice in symmetric matrices of degree $l$ with coefficients
in $F$ . Shimura showed that, for any $\sigma\in$ Aut(C), there exists a holomorphic
modular form $f^{\sigma}$ whose Fourier expansion is given by
$f^{\sigma}((z_{v})_{v\in \mathrm{a}})= \sum_{h}c_{h}^{\sigma}\exp(2\pi\sqrt{-1}\sum_{v\in \mathrm{a}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(h_{v}z_{v}))$ (0.2)
It is also proved that this Galois action is compatible with Hecke operators.
In this lecture we will construct such a conjugate action on holomorphic
modular forms for an arbitrary unitary group over any CM-field $K$ , which is
the content of [12] and a natural generalization of [11]. An essentially same
action was constructed in [4] by Milne, but the action was not explicitly
described in that paper. In this lecture we will write it explicitly and sim-




1 Modular forms for an arbitrary unitary group
Let $F$ be a totally real algebraic number field of finite degree and $K$ be its
CM-extension (namely, a totally imaginary quadratic extension of $F$). Such
a field $K$ is called a CM-field. As is well known, the non-trivial element of
Gal(K/F) is the complex conjugation for any embedding of $K$ into C. We
denote this by $\rho$ . Let a be the set of all archimedean primes of $F$ , which can
be identified with those of $K$ . For each $v\in$ a, there are two embeddings of $K$
into $\mathbb{C}$ which lie above $v$ . By a CM-type of $K$ , we denote a set $\mathrm{P}$ $=(\Psi_{v})_{v\in \mathrm{a}}$
where each $\Psi_{v}$ is an embedding of $K$ into $\mathbb{C}$ which lies above $v$ . We can view
a CM-type $\Psi$ as an embedding of $K$ into C’ such that $b^{\Psi}=(b^{\Psi_{v}})_{v\in \mathrm{a}}$ for any
$b\in K.$ Through $\Psi$ , we can view $K$ as a dense subset of $\mathbb{C}^{\mathrm{a}}$ . When $b\in F,$
we drop the symbol $lf$ (since $b^{\Psi}$’ does not depend on $e\#$ ) and regard $b$ as the
element $(b_{v})_{v\in \mathrm{a}}$ in $\mathbb{R}^{\mathrm{a}}$ . We identify $\mathbb{Z}^{\mathrm{a}}$ with the free module $\sum_{v\in \mathrm{a}}\mathbb{Z}\cdot$ $v$ by
putting $(k_{v})_{v\in \mathrm{a}}= \sum_{v\in \mathrm{a}}k_{v}v$ . Also put $1=(1)_{v}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{a}$ $= \sum_{v\in \mathrm{a}}l)$ . We can define
the action of $y$ $\in$ Aut(C) on $\mathbb{Z}^{\mathrm{a}}$ by $( \sum_{v\in \mathrm{a}}k_{v}v)^{\sigma}=Zv\in a$ $k_{v}(v\sigma)$ .
For a positive integer $m$ , take a non-degenerate skew-hermitian matrix $T$
of dimension $m$ with coefficients in $K$ , $i.e$ . $\det(T)\neq 0$ and ${}^{t}T^{p}=-T$ , We
view $T$ as a skew-hermitian form on $K_{m}^{1}$ by $(x_{1}, x_{2})arrow x_{1}T^{t}x_{2}^{\rho}$ and denote
by $q$ the dimension of maximal isotropic subspace of $K_{m}^{1}$ with respect to $T_{\wedge}$
Take a CM-type $\mathrm{I}=(\Psi_{v})_{v\in \mathrm{a}}$ of $K$ so that each hermitian matrix $-\sqrt{-1}T$’$v$
has signature $(r_{v}, s_{v})(r_{v}+s_{v}=m)$ with $r_{v}\geq s_{v}$ . The choice of $\Psi$ is unique
if and only if $r_{v}$ I $s_{v}$ for each $t$) $\in$ a. Choosing a suitable basis of $K_{m}^{1}$ , we
can express $T$ as
$T=(\begin{array}{llllll}\tau 1_{q} \mathrm{t}_{1} \mathrm{t}_{2} \ddots t_{m-2q} \tau^{p}\mathrm{l}_{q}\end{array})$ , (1.1)
where $\tau,t_{j}\in K^{\mathrm{x}}$ so that $\tau^{\rho}=-\tau$, $t_{j}^{\rho}=-t_{j}$ $(1 \leq j\leq m- 27)$ and
${\rm Im}(\tau^{\Psi_{v}})>0.$ Here we take $t_{j}(1\leq j\leq m-2q)$ so that ${\rm Im}(t_{j}^{\Psi_{v}})$ $>0$ if
$1\leq j\leq r_{v}-q$ and ${\rm Im}(t_{j}^{\Psi_{v}})<0$ if $r_{v}-q+1\leq j\leq m-2q$ for each $v\in$ a.
We call such $T$ a “normal” skew-hermitian matrix with respect to V. For $T$
as in (1.1) and $1\leq j\leq m-$ 2g, we denote by I $(T,j)$ , the CM-type of $K$
such that ${\rm Im}(t_{j}^{\Psi(Ti)_{v}})$ $>0$ for each $v\in$ a. Clearly, we have $\Psi(T, \mathrm{y})$ $=\Psi$ if
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$j\leq$ $\mathrm{j}$ $-q.$
Note that, for each $v\in$ a, a “normal” skew-hermitian matrix $T$ with
respect to $lf$ can be written as
$T=$ $(T_{1,v} T_{2,v})$ (1.2)
with diagonal matrices $T_{1,v}$ and $T_{2,v}$ of degree $r_{v}$ and $s_{v}$ which satisfy $-gTi;>$
$0$ and $-pT_{2,v}^{\Psi_{v}}<0.$ (The symbol $>0$ means positive definite.) In case
$r_{v}=s_{v}= \frac{m}{2}$ for any $v\in$ a, we have $q= \frac{m}{2}$ if $\det(T)\in N_{K/F}(K^{\mathrm{x}})$ and
$q=$ $\mathrm{j}$ –1 if $\det(T);!$ $N_{K/F}(K^{\mathrm{x}})$ . In case $r_{v}>s_{v}$ for some $v\in$ a, the
minimum of $\{s_{v}\}_{v\in \mathrm{a}}$ is equal to $q$ .
Let $T\in K_{m}^{m}$ be a “normal” skew-hermitian matrix with respect to a CM-
type $ll$ $=(\Psi_{v})_{v\in \mathrm{a}}$. Then we can define the algebraic groups corresponding
to $T$ and $\Psi$ as follows.
$\mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)$ $=\{\alpha\in \mathrm{G}\mathrm{L}(m, K)|\alpha T^{t}\alpha^{\mathrm{p}} =T\}$ ,
Ui $(\mathrm{T}, \Psi)$ $=$ $\{\alpha\in \mathrm{G}\mathrm{L}(m, K)|\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}T^{t}\alpha^{\rho}--T, \det(\alpha)=1\}$ .
As is well known, the algebraic group $\mathrm{U}_{1}(T, \Psi)$ has the strong approximation
property.
For each $v\in$ a, we can define the $v$-components of these algebraic groups
as follows.
$\mathrm{U}_{1}(T, \Psi)_{v}\mathrm{U}(T,\Psi)_{v}$ $=\{\alpha\in \mathrm{G}\mathrm{L}(m,\mathbb{C})=\{\alpha\in \mathrm{G}\mathrm{L}(m,\mathbb{C})|_{\alpha T^{\Psi_{v}^{\overline{\frac{{}^{t}\alpha}{{}^{t}\alpha}}}}=T^{\Psi_{v}},\det(\alpha)=1\}}^{\alpha T^{\Psi_{v}}=T^{\Psi_{v\}}}}$
’
Now we can define the corresponding symmetric domain $\mathfrak{D}_{v}=3$) $(\mathrm{T}, \Psi)_{v}$
as
$\mathfrak{D}(T, \Psi)_{v}=$ $\{s_{v}\in \mathbb{C}_{\epsilon_{v}}^{r_{v}}|-\mathrm{g} ((T_{2,v}^{\Psi_{v}})^{-1}+ -(T1;)_{3}^{-1}v)>0\}$ ,
where (1.2) $T_{2,v}$ are as in (1.2) and $>0$ means positive definite. For any
$3v\mathrm{E}$ $\mathfrak{D}(T, \Psi)_{v}$ and any $\alpha=$ $(\begin{array}{ll}A_{\alpha} B_{\alpha}C_{\alpha} D_{\alpha}\end{array})$ $\in \mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)_{v}$ where $A_{\alpha}\in \mathbb{C}_{r^{vv}}^{f}$ ,
$B_{\alpha}\in \mathbb{C}_{s_{v}}^{r_{v}}$ , $C_{\alpha}\in \mathbb{C}_{\mathrm{r}_{v}^{v}}^{s}$ , $D_{\alpha}\in \mathbb{C}_{s_{v}^{\mathrm{w}}}^{s})$ , put
$\alpha(_{fv})=(A_{\alpha 3v}+B_{\alpha})(C_{\alpha 3v}1 D_{\alpha})^{-1}$ .
Then the group $\mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)_{v}$ acts on $\mathfrak{D}(T, \Psi)_{v}$ as a group of holomorphic aut0-
morphism by $3v$ $\prec\alpha(3v)$ . The automorphic factors are
$\mu_{v}(\alpha,s_{v})$ $=C_{afv}+D_{\alpha}$ ,
$\lambda_{v}(\alpha,\mathfrak{z}_{v})$ $=\overline{A_{\alpha}}-\overline{B_{a}}T_{2,v}^{\Psi_{v}t}$3v $(T_{1,v}^{\Psi_{v}})^{-1}$ .
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We have
$\mu_{v}(\beta\alpha, 3v)$ $=/_{v}’(\#, \alpha(s_{v}))\mu_{v}(\alpha,s_{v})$ ,
$\lambda_{v}(\beta\alpha,3v)$ $=\lambda_{v}(\beta, \alpha(s_{v}))\lambda_{v}(\alpha, 3v)$ ,
$\det(\alpha)\det(\lambda_{v}(\alpha,\epsilon_{v}))$ $=\det(\mu_{v}(\alpha,3v))$ ,
for any $\alpha$ , $\beta\in \mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)_{v}$ and any $\mathfrak{y}_{v}\in \mathfrak{D}(T, \Psi)_{v}$ . Clearly, $\det(\mu_{v}(\alpha,\partial v))\neq 0$
for any $\alpha\in \mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)_{v}$ and $!)_{v}\in \mathfrak{D}(T, \Psi)_{v}$ .
Set
$\mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)_{\mathrm{a}}=\prod \mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)_{v}$,
$\mathfrak{D}(T, \Psi)$ $= \prod_{v\in \mathrm{a}}^{v\in \mathrm{a}}\mathfrak{D}(T, \Psi)_{v}$ ,
and define the action of $\mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)_{\mathrm{a}}$ on $\mathfrak{D}(T, \Psi)$ componentwise.
We define an embedding of $\mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)$ into $\mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)_{\mathrm{a}}$ by $\alphaarrow(\alpha^{\Psi_{v}})_{v\in \mathrm{a}}$ and
also define an action of $\mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)$ on $\mathfrak{D}(T, \Psi)$ by
$\alpha((s_{v})_{v\in \mathrm{a}})=(\alpha^{\Psi_{v}}(\mathrm{a}_{v}))_{v\in \mathrm{a}}$ ,
where $ot\in \mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)$ and $3=(s_{v})_{v\in \mathrm{a}}\in \mathfrak{D}(T, \Psi)$ . We write
$\mu_{v}(\alpha,3)$ $=\mu_{v}(\alpha^{\Psi_{v}}, fv)$ ,
$\lambda_{v}(\alpha,s)$ $=\lambda_{v}(\alpha^{\Psi_{v}},fv)$ ,
for $\alpha\in \mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)$ , $\partial$ $=(fv)_{v\in \mathrm{a}}\in \mathfrak{D}(T, \Psi)$ and $v\in$ a. We denote by 0 the point
$(0_{s_{v}^{v}}^{f})_{v\in \mathrm{a}}\in \mathfrak{D}(T, \Psi)$ .
Set $k=(k_{v})_{v\in \mathrm{a}}\in \mathbb{Z}^{\mathrm{a}}$ . For $\alpha\in \mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)$ and a $\mathbb{C}$-valued function $f$ on




For any congruence subgroup $\Gamma$ of $\mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)$ , we denote by $\mathcal{M}_{k}(T, \mathrm{I}1\mathrm{r})(\Gamma)$ ,
the set of all holomorphic functions on $\mathfrak{D}(T\mathrm{J})$ such that $f|_{k}\gamma=f$ for
any $7\in\Gamma$ . An element of $\mathcal{M}_{k}(T, \Psi)(\Gamma)$ is called a holomorphic modular
form of weight $k$ with respect to $\Gamma r$ We denote by $\mathrm{U}_{k}(T, \Psi)$ the union of
$\mathcal{M}_{k}$ ($T$, I) $(\Gamma)$ for all congruence subgroups $\Gamma$ of $\mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)$ .
We need to consider adelizations of algebraic groups. Put
$\mathrm{U}(T, \mathrm{I})_{A}$ $=\{x\in \mathrm{G}\mathrm{L}(m, K_{A})|xT^{t}x^{\rho}=T\}$ ,
$\mathrm{U}_{1}(T, \Psi)_{A}$ $=$ $\{x\in \mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)_{A}\det(\mathrm{a}) =1 \}$ .
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Note that $x_{\mathfrak{p}}$ , the $\mathfrak{p}$-component of $x$ , belongs to $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{L}(m, \mathcal{O}_{\mathfrak{p}})$ for almost all
non-archimedean primes $\mathfrak{p}$ of $K$ .
We denote by $\mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)_{\mathrm{h}}$ and $\mathrm{U}_{1}(T, \Psi)_{\mathrm{h}}$ , the non-archimedean components
of $\mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)_{A}$ and $\mathrm{U}_{1}(T, \Psi)_{A}$ , respectively, and view $\mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)_{\mathrm{a}}$ and $\mathrm{U}_{1}(T, \Psi)_{\mathrm{a}}$ ,
as the archimedean components of $\mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)_{A}$ and $\mathrm{U}_{1}(T, \Psi)_{A}$ , respectively.
We regard $\mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)$ and $\mathrm{U}_{1}(T, \Psi)$ , as subgroups of $\mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)_{A}$ and $\mathrm{U}_{1}(T, \Psi)$A,
through diagonal embeddings. As is well known, the algebraic group $\mathrm{U}_{1}(T, \Psi)$
has the strong approximation property.
For symplectic group Sp(g, $F$), take the corresponding symmetric domain
$\hslash_{q}^{\mathrm{a}}=$ { $z=(z_{v})_{v\in \mathrm{a}}\in(\mathbb{C}_{q}^{q})^{\mathrm{a}}|^{t}z_{v}=z_{v}$ , ${\rm Im}(z_{v})>0$ for each $v\in$ a} $|$ For $z=$
$(z_{v})_{v}\in \mathrm{a}\in\hslash_{q}^{\mathrm{a}}$ , put
$\epsilon_{0}(T, \Psi)(z)=(0_{s-q}^{q}0_{s_{v}-q}^{\mathrm{r}_{v}^{v}-q}$ $(z_{v}- \frac{\tau^{\Psi_{v}}}{2}\cdot 1_{q})\cdot(z_{v}+\frac{\tau^{\Psi_{v}}}{2}0_{q^{v}}^{f-q}1_{q})^{-1})_{v\in \mathrm{a}}$ ,
where $r_{v}$ , $s_{v}$ are as above. Then $\epsilon_{0}(T, \Psi)$ gives a holomorphic embedding of
$\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{q}^{\mathrm{a}}$ into $\mathfrak{D}(T, \Psi)$ . This is compatible with the injection $I_{0}(T, \Psi)$ of Sp(g, $F$)
into $\mathrm{U}_{1}(T, \Psi)$ defined by
$I_{0}(T, \Psi)$ $(\begin{array}{ll}\alpha_{1} \alpha_{2}\alpha_{3} \alpha_{4}\end{array})$
$=(\begin{array}{llll}1_{q} 0 -\frac{\tau}{2} 1_{q}0 1_{m-2q} 0 1_{q} 0 \frac{\tau}{2}\cdot 1_{q} \end{array})(\begin{array}{lll}\alpha_{1} 0 \alpha_{2}0 1_{m-2q} 0\alpha_{3} 0 \alpha_{4}\end{array})$ ( $1_{q}1_{q,0’}$ $1_{m-2q}00$ $- \frac{\tau}{2}\frac{\tau}{2}\cdot\cdot l0iq$ ) ,
where $\alpha=(\begin{array}{ll}\alpha_{1} \alpha_{2}\alpha_{3} \alpha_{4}\end{array})$ $\in$ Sp(g, $F$) with $\alpha_{1}$ , $\alpha_{2}$ , $\alpha_{3}$ , $\alpha_{4}\in F_{q}^{q}$ . We have
$I_{0}(T, \mathrm{I})(\alpha)(\epsilon_{0}(T, \mathrm{I})(z))=\epsilon_{0}(T, \mathrm{I})$ $(\alpha(z))$
for any a $\in$ Sp(g, $F$) and $z\in\hslash_{q}^{\mathrm{a}}$ . We can define pull-back of modular forms
by $\epsilon_{0}(T, \Psi)$ . For $k=(k_{v})_{v}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}\in \mathbb{Z}^{\mathrm{a}}$ and $f\in \mathcal{M}_{k}(T\mathrm{J})$ , define a function
$f|\mathrm{g}_{0}(T, \mathrm{I})$ on $\hslash_{q}^{\mathrm{a}}$ as
$(f| \epsilon_{0}(T, \mathrm{I}))(z)=f(\epsilon_{0}(T, \mathrm{I}\mathrm{r})(z))\prod_{v\in \mathrm{a}}\det((\tau^{\Psi_{v}})^{-\mathrm{I}}z_{v}$
$+ \frac{1}{2}$ . $1_{q})^{-k_{v}}$ ,
where $z=(z_{v})_{v\in \mathrm{a}}\in \mathfrak{H}_{q}^{\mathrm{a}}$ . Then $f|\epsilon_{0}(7, \mathrm{I})$ is a holomorphic modular form on
$\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{q}^{\mathrm{a}}$ (of weight $k$ ) with respect to some congruence subgroup of Sp(q, $F$).
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2 Galois action
For a CM-field $K$ , its CM-type $\Psi$ , and any $\sigma\in$ Gal(Q/Q), we can define
another CM-type $\Psi\sigma=$ $\{\psi\sigma|\mathrm{Q} \in\Psi\}$ of $K$ . We denote by $K_{\Psi}^{*}$ (or simply $K^{*}$
if there is no fear of confusion), the corresponding algebraic number field to
{ $\sigma\in$ Gal(\overline Q/Q) $|\Psi\sigma$ $=\Psi$ } which is a finite index subgroup of $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(\overline{\mathbb{Q}}/\mathbb{Q})$ . As
is well known, $K_{\Psi}^{*}$ is a CM-field contained in the Galois closure of $K$ . Viewing
$\Psi$ as a union of $[F : \mathbb{Q}]$ different right $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(\overline{\mathbb{Q}}/K)$ coset in $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(\mathbb{Q}/\mathbb{Q})$ , we
define a CM-type $\Psi^{*}$ of $K_{\Psi}^{*}$ as follows
$\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(\overline{\mathbb{Q}}/K_{\Psi}^{*})\Psi^{*}=(\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(\overline{\mathbb{Q}}/K)\Psi)^{-1}$
We call $\Psi^{*}$ by “the reflex of $\Psi$”and the couple $(K_{\Psi}^{*}, \Psi^{*})$ by “the reflex of
$(K, \Psi)$” - From the definition, we have $(K_{\Psi}^{*})^{\sigma}=K_{\Psi\sigma}^{*}$ for any $\sigma\in \mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(\overline{\mathbb{Q}}/\mathbb{Q})$
(or $\in$ Aut(C)). By $N_{\Psi}’$ , we denote the group homomorphism $xarrow \mathit{7}\mathit{1},.\in\Psi$. $x$”
From $K_{\Psi}^{*\mathrm{x}}$ to $K^{\mathrm{x}}$ . It is a morphism of algebraic groups if we view $K_{\Psi}^{*\mathrm{x}}$ and
$K^{\mathrm{x}}$ as algebraic groups defined over $\mathbb{Q}$ , and so it can naturally be extended
to the homomorphism of $(K_{\Psi}^{*})_{A}^{\mathrm{x}}$ to $K_{A}^{\mathrm{x}}$ .
For a CM-type $\Psi$ and any $\sigma\in$ Aut(C), a certain idele class $g_{\Psi}(\sigma)\mathrm{E}$
$K_{A}^{\mathrm{x}}/K^{\mathrm{x}}K_{\infty}^{\mathrm{x}}$ is defined in [3] (or essentially in [2]). Take an abelian variety
$(A, \iota)$ of type $(K, \Psi)$ with a $\mathcal{O}_{K}$-lattice $L$ in $K$ and a complex analytic is0-
morphism $\Theta$ of $\mathbb{C}^{\mathrm{a}}/L^{\Psi}$ onto A. (See, [9].) We denote by $A_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}$ the subgroup
of all torsion points of $A$ , which coincides with the image of $K/L$ by $\Theta 0\mathit{1}$ .
Next take $(A, \iota)^{\sigma}$ . Then it is an abelian variety of type $(K, \Psi\sigma)$ and we have
the following commutative diagram
$K/aLK/L\mathrm{x}a\downarrow$ $arrow\Theta_{a}\mathrm{o}(\Psi\sigma)A_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}A_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}^{\sigma}\downarrow\sigma$
with some $a\in K_{A}^{\mathrm{x}}$ and complex analytic isomorphism $\Theta_{a}$ of $\mathbb{C}^{\mathrm{a}}/(aL)^{\Psi\sigma}$ onto
$A^{\sigma}$ . The coset $aK^{\mathrm{x}}K_{\infty}^{\mathrm{x}}$ is uniquely determined only by $(K, \Psi)$ and a (not
depending on $A$ or $L$). We denote this coset by $g_{\Psi}(\sigma)$ . For $a\in g_{\Psi}(\sigma)$ , we have
$aa^{\rho}\in\chi(\sigma)F^{\mathrm{x}}F_{\infty}^{\mathrm{x}}$ , where $\chi(\sigma)\in\prod_{p}\mathbb{Z}_{\mathrm{p}}^{\mathrm{x}}\subset \mathbb{Q}_{A}^{\mathrm{x}}$ which satisfies $[\chi(\sigma)^{-1}, \mathbb{Q}]=$
$\sigma|_{\mathbb{Q}_{ab}}$ . We define $\iota(\sigma, a)\in F^{\mathrm{x}}$ by $\Phi_{\rho}^{\sigma}aa\in\iota(\sigma, a)F_{\infty}^{\mathrm{x}}$. If $\sigma$ is trivial on $K_{\Psi}^{*}$ , we
have $g_{\Psi}(\sigma)=N_{\Psi}’(b)K^{\mathrm{x}}K_{\infty}^{\mathrm{x}}$ with $b\in(K_{\Psi}^{*})_{A}^{\cross}$ such that $[b^{-1}, K_{\Psi}^{*}]=\sigma|_{K_{\Psi ab}^{*;}}$






$\underline{a}=(\begin{array}{l}a_{0}a_{1}\vdots a_{m-2q}\end{array})$ $\in(K_{\mathrm{h}}^{\mathrm{x}})^{m-2q+1}$ ,
and $a_{j}\in g_{\Psi(T_{\dot{\theta}})}(\sigma)$ for
$1\leq j\leq m-2q\}$ ,
where $a_{0}\in g_{\Psi}(\sigma)$ ,
where $K_{\mathrm{h}}^{\mathrm{x}}$ denotes the non-archimedean component of the idele group $K_{A}^{\mathrm{x}}$ .
Note that, for any $\sigma\in$ Aut(C), there exists some $(\sigma;T, \Psi;\underline{a})\in C_{(T,\Psi)}(\mathbb{C})$ .
For any $(\sigma;T, \Psi;\underline{a})\in C_{(T,\Psi)}(\mathbb{C})$ , take $B(\sigma;T, \Psi;\underline{a})\in \mathrm{G}\mathrm{L}(m, K_{A})$ as
$B(\sigma;T, \Psi;\underline{a})=(\begin{array}{lllll}(\frac{1}{2}+\mathrm{r})\underline{a}\mathrm{o}_{2}a^{\rho}1_{q} 1_{q} a_{1}^{p} \ddots 1_{q} a_{m-2q}^{\rho} (\frac{1}{2}+\frac{a_{\mathrm{O}}a}{2}\alpha\rho)1_{q}\end{array})$
The following theorem is the main theorem of this lecture.
Main Theorem Let $T$ be $a$ “no rmal” skew-hermitian matrix with respect to
a CM-type $\Psi$ , which is expressed as in (Ll). For any $(\sigma;T, \mathrm{I}1\mathrm{J}; \underline{a})\in C(T,\Psi)(\mathbb{C})$ ,
take $\tilde{T}\in K_{m}^{m}$ as
$\tilde{T}=(\begin{array}{llllll}\iota(\sigma,a_{0})\tau \cdot 1_{q} \iota(\sigma,a_{1})t_{1} ’ \iota(\sigma,a_{m-2q})t_{m-2q} \iota(\sigma,a_{0})\tau^{\rho} \cdot 1_{q}\end{array})$
Then $\tilde{T}$ is $a$ “normal” skew-hermitian matrix with respect to the CM-type Io.
Given any $f\in$ A4$k(T, \mathrm{I})$ , take an open compact subgroup $C_{\mathrm{h}}$ of $\mathrm{U}_{1}(T, [)_{\mathrm{h}}$
so that $f\in \mathcal{M}_{k}(T, \Psi)((\mathrm{U}_{1}(T, \mathrm{I})_{\mathrm{a}}\cross C_{\mathrm{h}})\cap \mathrm{U}_{1}$ ($T$, I ) $)$ . Then there exists
$f^{(\sigma\cdot T,\Psi_{j}\underline{a})}’\in \mathcal{M}_{k^{\sigma}}$ $(\tilde{T}, \Psi\sigma)$ which satisfies the following property.
(i) In case $q>0,$ for any $\tilde{\alpha}\in \mathrm{U}$ ($\tilde{T}$ , Va), we have
$(f^{(\sigma T,\Psi\underline{a})}|_{k^{\sigma}}\tilde{\alpha})|\epsilon_{0}(\tilde{T}$ , I(7) $=$ ( $(f|*0$) $|\epsilon_{0}(T$ , I $)$ )’ (2.1)
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Here $\alpha\in \mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)$ such that
$\alpha_{\mathrm{h}}\in C_{\mathrm{h}}\cdot$ $B(\sigma;T\mathrm{J}; \underline{a})\tilde{\alpha}_{\mathrm{h}}B(\sigma;T, \Psi;\underline{a})^{-1}$ (2.2)
where $\alpha_{\mathrm{h}}$ and $\tilde{\alpha}\mathit{1}$ mean the non-archimedean parts of $\alpha$ and $\tilde{\alpha}$ . The action
of $\sigma$ in the right hand side of (2.1) is as defined in (0.2).
(ii) In case $q=0,$ for any $\mathrm{i}$ $\in \mathrm{U}$ ($\tilde{T}$ , Va), we have
$(f^{(T,\Psi\underline{a})}\sigma_{j}|_{k^{\sigma}}\tilde{\alpha})(0)=\{(f|_{k}\alpha)(0)\}^{\sigma}$ ,
where $\alpha$ is as in (2.2).
Remarkl We can easily prove that $\tilde{T}$ is “normal” with respect to $\mathrm{I}^{\mathrm{f}}\sigma$ .
Moreover, we obtain I $(7 ,j)=$ I $(T,j)\sigma$ for $1\leq j\leq m-2q.$
Remark2 For any $\tilde{x}_{\mathrm{h}}\in \mathrm{U}(\tilde{T}, \Psi\sigma)_{\mathrm{h}}$ , we can easily verify that
$\mathrm{B}\{\mathrm{a}$ ; $\Psi;\underline{a}$) $\tilde{x}_{\mathrm{h}}B(\sigma;T, ?; \underline{a})^{-1}\in \mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)_{\mathrm{h}}$ .
It is because we have
$B(\sigma;T, \mathrm{D}; \underline{a})\tilde{T}_{\mathrm{h}}{}^{t}B(\sigma;T, \mathrm{I};\underline{a})^{\rho}=\chi(\sigma)T_{\mathrm{h}}$,
where $\tilde{T}_{\mathrm{h}}$ and $T_{\mathrm{h}}$ denote the non-archimedean components of $\tilde{T}$ and $T$ .
Remark3 Clearly the modular form $f^{(\sigma;T,\Psi\underline{a})}$ is uniquely determined, since
the set $\bigcup_{\tilde{\alpha}\in \mathrm{U}(\tilde{T},\Psi\sigma)}\tilde{\alpha}\circ\epsilon_{0}(fl_{q}^{\mathrm{a}})$ (or $\{\tilde{\alpha}(0)|\tilde{\alpha}\in \mathrm{U}(\tilde{T}$, Va) $\}$ if $q=0$) is dense in
$\mathfrak{D}(\tilde{T}, \Psi\sigma)$ .
Remark4 For any $\tilde{\alpha}\in \mathrm{U}(T\sim, \Psi\sigma)$ , there exists $\alpha\in \mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)$ which satisfies
(2.2). Because we have $(\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(\tilde{\alpha}) 1_{m-1})\in \mathrm{U}(T, \Psi)$ and
$B(\sigma;T, \Psi;\underline{a})\tilde{\alpha}_{\mathrm{h}}B(\sigma;T, \Psi;\underline{a})^{-1}($
det $(\tilde{\alpha})$
$1_{m-1})^{-1}\in \mathrm{U}_{1}(T, \Psi)_{A}$ ,
the strong approximation property of $\mathrm{U}_{1}(T, \Psi)$ shows that.
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